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About This Game

Star Kingdom is an astrology game that helps you discover how the planets have played such a big part in your life. Enter your
birthday and see where the planets were aligned and what they tell you about how you interact with your world. Learn how each

element, Earth, Water, Air and Fire affect your daily life.

In this game, you are a wizard that must reactivate the Temple of the Stars. Dark skulls have absorbed the light energy that
keeps magic from the realm of the living. Reactivate each of your planets and learn how the zodiac constellations color your

daily life and personality. Remove the fog of darkness that surrounds the temple to learn the secrets within.
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Title: Star Kingdom - The Elements
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Hyperator, Inc.
Publisher:
Hyperator, Inc.
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 970 +

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space
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10 waves, 1level, about 5 minutes gameplay. What's going on?

Notwithstanding, I liked the radial menu and the ability to place barricades - just give me some content. I would feel cheesed off
if this was a Demo!!. Of the ninja Stealth series I enjoyed this one the most! Let me just say I like the RPG maker engine (all 3
use it but this doesn't chage it a ton). This feels like a short and sweet RPGame! I liked that a lot! Not too cryptic... I didn't need
a walkthrough... I enjoyed it... It was... Dare I say... Fun!

Here are three things I will say to save fellow players some time withut spoiling anytning... Know your binary codes for number
up to 10 and check BOTH the trunks and drivers sides of the cars in the parked car room! There are 2 cracked walls... One for
each findable charater. One cannot go through both... the game is not broken... Stop trying :) If someone had just told me that
my complete time would be at least an hour less!

I can tell you this! The thrid one is an exercize in walking a centemeter and freezing for sometimes 20 seconds at a time per
ROOM! I am never going back to that! This I could play again!. pretty good game. Pros -
- Great soundtracks.
- Easy controls.
- Great visuals.
- Replayability.
- Fun strategic challenges.
- Hard levels which make you have to get to know how the game works in order to win (even know the game is fairly straight
forward)
- Very small learning curve, you can pretty much jump straight in and have a lot of fun.
- Oh and the most important thing of all... CHEAP.

My cons lean mostly towards configuration and development issues, l'm sure once the game has had some more patches these
can be easily fixed.

Cons -
- Sometimes certain abilities wont work, eg replinishing your soliders ammo, half the time you will need to send him away from
his squad\/outside a bunker to heal or replenish ammo as the game has a hard time knowing what solider your're selecting when
in close quaters with other units and either will use the ability on the wrong soldier or just wont do anything at all until you select
the solider you want to use and send him away from other units so you can properly select him to use a ability etc.
- Sometimes enemys will shoot your soliders through walls\/rocks and your troops cant fire back.
- General diffuculty\/lack of consistency when controling large squads\/individal units to move long distances across the map.
(Will sometimes just unselect the units so you have to go back and move them small spaces at a time.)
- In it's current form the game only has 3 levels as far as l know which will take you a maximum of 30 minutes to 2hrs to
complete.

I could go on about very minor fixable problems but l dont see the point, this game is SO much fun and 100% worth the money.
Even if you can only get 1-2 hrs out of it in its current stage, (l hope developers will be adding more levels soon! :) ) it's totally
worth buying to support the developers and the general replayabilty of the game.

The game is cheap cheap cheap and is one of those games you can play for an hour or two then go play your primary game like
CSGO or pubg. Just one of those cheap mini games that is a tun of fun. l have a feeling a LOT more people will start hearing
about this game as it gets developed because even in it's early stages l can see it has a lot of potensial.
. I liked it, great music and visuals. Good job, team!. This game sounded interesting and fun at first, before I actually tried it.
Not really worth buying at this stage, and it might not be worth buying at all. The gameplay is really bland and I couldn't play for
more than 15 minutes, but hey, maybe it'll be better in the future. But for now, DO NOT BUY.

EDIT -
Wow, a little under a year later and this game is STILL as bland as ever. The devs have not updated this game in a very long
time with little to no communication with the players. I want my money back. My only regret is that Steam's new refund system
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came out after I bought this game, so it was too late to get myself a refund. DO NOT BUY.

EDIT 2 -
Jesus Christ they actually updated it a few months ago. But the update was the SMALLEST PIECE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥TO EVER.
Especially because of the amount of time they had us wait (nearly under a year) for the next update, and the fact that it was a
very small update just makes it all the more insulting. You'd expect that there'd be a large update after so much time with an
apology, but no, it was a very small update. Now they've gone under the radar AGAIN. See you all when the next update comes
out in the next year or so.. Enjoyed the game - mentally challenging at the higher levels - good graphics and intuitive logic.. This
little monster can be pretty effective at times and is fun to use.
While the the sounds of the Bull's Eye Sniper Rifle don't satisfy me, It is still really quite fun to use.

Over all: The price is a little over the top for one Sniper Rifle but is still pretty damn fun to use and Activision would charge
more for it.

Rating: 6.8\/10
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Well....first off the bad things, then the good:
The camera is sometimes very \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, blocking sight, very close to the ground, while you
would need it farther away and it tends to rotate needlesly.

There are some heavy bugs, crashes on: loading, chat, saves, phase transition, although these bugs are rare, they
still\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off. In 15 hours, there were about 10 of them. WAY too much
for me...

The controls are quite bad, SOMETIMES making aiming an game of patience.

A whole ability tree is useless as it is heavly bugged. DO NOT ever skill anything with berserk. If berserker wears off, you won't
be able to attack these targets anymore. This might \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 your game up!

The endportal was invisible...which was somewhat of a fat blocker, as i moved around with my mouse to find it...-.-

Saving\/Loading is somewhat bugged. whenever you do you will realise that the game saves specific values, but not everything.
Movement range is reset in fights, sometimes even the initiative is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up.....

LOTS and LOTS of walking, AND they killed the speedup botton from the first game....which was the one feature i thought
was great.

Now the good stuff:
Its cheap.
Its funny, if you get the references.
Its challanging, on higher difficulty.

Overall i do not recomend this game in general. If you enjoy rpgs and share this fairly specific pop culture \/gaming humor, yes
this might still be a good game for you. If not, don't touch it.. This game looks and sound pretty good, but has one of the worst
tutorials I've ever had to sit thorugh, and awful gameplay that's fun for 5 minutes.. First off, don't expect this to be your run-of-
the-mill tower defense game.

This game focuses heavily on resource management and plays more like a hybrid shooter\/tower defense. The tower cost scales
up quickly so you can only afford to place a few strategic ones to back you up. The rest you have to shoot down with
projectiles\/missiles\/bombs manually, and every one of those costs resources. So this is not one of those place towers and watch
things die TD games. It is more challenging than most TDs, but has an interesting balance. I found it to be quite enjoyable,
though frustrating at times in a type II fun sort of way.

The developer is very active. Just today I had an issue with the game, which I posted on the discussion board. Someone on the
board picked up on it, notified me that the developer was offline at the time, that he has forwarded this to him. The issue was
acknowledged, responded to on the board, solved, and patched within 24 hours of the issue being posted on the board. For an
one-man-show developer, that is impressive.

In short, if you're looking to try a new TD hybrid that is challenging, I would recommend giving this game a try. It's a fun indie
game with a developer that I feel is worth supporting.. the "story" and "dialogue" are hilarious. in between, you face brutal-but-
fair levels (mostly), armed with a handful of simple but effective moves.

unfortunately, at least for me, the game would slow down at what seemed to be random times. even after restarting the game,
steam, and my PC, most of the game would run at half speed. even cutscenes weren't immune.

when it ran at full speed, i really enjoyed it!. needs local. The classic, if you love strategy game, you will like this game but is not
aged well. Has more complex gameplay than caesar 3 but is not well closed. UI and sound are aweful,the worse aesthetic issue is
that you will have 3 houses and 1000 industry or governemnt buildings, making cities aweful. For an actual lovecraftian feel,
play this game! Essentially a walking simulator where you can easily die, short and sweet. Would love to try it out with a VR
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set.. I'm also having the available memory problem with this DLC. I run a pretty beefy machine with a heap of memory as well.
This DLC is just broken.. This was a good game when I played it. After a while, I stopped enjoying it. I enjoyed Digimon in the
past, but, man, the grind game is real here. Say you found a spot where you can get a Digi-egg drop of your favorite Digimon.
Now, spend about 2-3 hours to drop at least 3 of those eggs. Next, if you haven't done so already, grind specific data to hatch the
Digi-egg. For the amount of data, it all depends on the egg. As for the time... difficult to gauge, but longer than an hour for
around 30 data. After all is said and done, it's time to try to hatch the egg (the most nerve-racking and rage filled portion of this
event). With regular egg drops and not those bought from the Cash Shop, you can very well lose the egg on your first attempt of
hatching it. If you get the egg to level 3, you're in a decent spot. I say decent because it's the lowest you can hatch your Digimon
at, which is most of the time under 100% of its full potential. If you want better than decent, pray to RNGesus that the attempt
to level 4 doesn't break your egg. To get your egg into top tier, try your luck at level 5... Actually... just... no... slim to none
chance of it actually reaching there... And that's just one thing that grinds my gears. If your Digimon aren't strong enough,
you're gonna have a hard time advancing. Even your starting team (minus your starter) are below their full potenial, so doling
out a lot of damage is difficult.

To sum up a poor rant, head into the game if you just want a huge grind fest.

EDIT: Previous gripes still apply, but it's gotten somewhat better. The events actually help you, be it giving you good items, like
Burst Mode items or Riding Items, so that's part of the upside. If you also log in after months of not playing, your experience
does get better. If Steam allowed a medium rating, I'd change it to that, but for now, I'll keep it thumbs down, since it didn't
garner enough to change it over to a thumbs up.
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